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ABSTRACT
Lauren Bernofsky’s, Trio for Brass is a composition that has become a
significant piece of repertoire in the brass trio genre because of the attention it has
been garnering with regards to critical reviews and performances. The intent of this
document is to enhance the knowledge required to prepare the work for a mature,
and informed performance. Within this paper, one will find information concerning
the formal structure of movements, a descriptive analysis of both melodic and
harmonic content, and suggestions for a successful musical presentation. Other
components of this document include a practice regimen tailored to the trumpet
player, a list compiling original brass trio works from 1971-2008, and a diagram of
chordal harmony intonation tendencies to aid players with their aural skills when
playing in a chamber group.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The intent of this study is to present, through a descriptive analysis and
performer’s guide, Lauren Bernofsky’s Trio for Brass. In doing so this study will
further detail the key musical and compositional devices utilized, and provide
technical suggestions for the trumpeter in the execution of these passages. This
work contains challenging passages for the trumpeter that can be further studied as
a means to advance the understanding of both brass trio writing and performance
technique.
Lauren Bernofsky is an American composer and conductor of considerable
reputation and accomplishment, having written over 100 works for orchestra, choir,
musical stage, and film. As such, she has garnered many awards, recognitions, and
commissions for her work. This document will explain the viability of the brass trio
as a performance medium, and the emergence and recognition of brass trio
literature, current performing ensembles, and commercially available recordings.
The intent of this document is also to reveal the necessary trumpet techniques
required to perform music in this medium through suggestions and examples from
the work. The ultimate goals are to bring awareness of this fine work, present
suggestions for performers, and provide a resource for musicians interested in
exploring the brass trio as a musical vehicle.
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Statement of Primary Thesis
A descriptive analysis and performer’s guide of Lauren Bernofsky’s Trio for
Brass enhances the performance of this specific work, and reveals the skills needed
in performing within a brass trio. With the work receiving critical reviews and
professional performances, this composition is on its way to becoming a standard
piece of brass trio repertoire. The study will also include a comprehensive list
(Appendix A) of brass trio works composed after 1970, which is the end date of the
dissertation by Douglas Milton Baer entitled “The Brass Trio: A Comprehensive
Analysis of Works Published from 1924 to 1970.” 1 This will serve to bring to light
the wealth of brass trio music available, and aid in the continued emergence of this
medium as a standard configuration for brass chamber performers.

Douglas Milton Baer, “The Brass Trio: A Comprehensive Analysis of Works
Published from 1924 to 1970.” PhD, Diss., Florida State University, 1970.
1
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Review of Scholarly Literature
Through my exhaustive research of the brass trio, I have discovered there are
scarce amounts of scholarly literature pertaining to the subject. My initial focus was
on locating primary resources such as books, dissertations, and reference materials.
Beginning the search for articles started in journals and other related sources that
were definitive in scope and scholarship. Finally, I endeavored to locate secondary
resources pertaining to the brass trio, which included other published accounts such
as websites from established brass trios and lists from composers. While these
resources are not consummate, they were nonetheless informative and provided a
means by which further research could be conducted.
Perhaps the most definitive resource discovered was Douglas Milton Baer’s
document entitled, “The Brass Trio: A Comprehensive Analysis of Works Published
from 1924-1970.” Published in 1970, it provides information concerning the nature
of brass trio writing. He addresses elements such as: form, harmony, rhythm,
melody, and technical treatment of the instruments. For example, Baer states that
the formal structure of the majority of brass trios written before 1970 consists of
“multi-movement works ranging two to seven movements in number.”2 These
movements are arranged in many of the conventional forms, such as sonata and
dance suite, with other forms unique to the 20th century. Additionally, Baer’s
research indicates that most of the melodic content of brass trios written before
1970 is new, except for “a few composers, e.g., Fink, Cox, and Hovhaness, [who]

2

Ibid.
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wrote original melodies that could have been borrowed because of their folk song
characteristics.”3
This information is significant because it reveals how crucial the brass trio is
in relation to new music and musical content. Aside from the musical elements that
are outlined in this document, perhaps the most interesting revelation is in his
explanation of the technical treatment of instruments. He divides this section into
three distinct methods of treating each instrument: voicing practices, technical
requirements, and performance demands and ensemble problems. By outlining
these characteristics, it is clear that composers were taking great care in the
compositions produced. One conclusion that could be drawn from these
considerations is that the brass trio is firmly established in its existence and
repertoire because of not only the amount, but also the quality of literature available
and the number of professional brass trios now performing. Baer uses the example
from the decade of the 1960s, where “the output in the 1960s more than doubled
the existing brass trio repertoire of the previous four decades.”4 Since this time, the
brass trio as a functional ensemble and viable medium for composers has spread
internationally, with music being published in great quantity. As a result, this has
elevated the brass trio as a medium more worthy of existing alongside the popular
chamber ensembles such as the string quartet, woodwind quintet, and brass quintet.
Jessica Jensen’s dissertation entitled, “S.O.S.!: Liberating Brass Trio from the
Throes of Obscurity, A Full-Length Recording and Discussion of Common Obstacles

3
4

Ibid.
Ibid.
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Facing Brass Trio,”5 discusses a brass trio performing and recording in the 21st
century. Jensen writes about forming a brass trio (V3NTO, pronounced vent-o), the
process for selecting literature, how to fundraise, and the ultimate goal of recording
a commercially available album. Other discussions within the document contain
information about performing pieces with varying interpretations than previously
recorded, utilizing different instruments, and commissioning composers to expand
the repertoire. She also explains how members of the ensemble arranged literature
for the brass trio out of necessity because the repertoire available for the ensemble
is limited. These arrangements were inspired from choral music, the enjoyment of
another culture’s music, and the ease of transferability of piano music to the brass
trio. Jensen meticulously documents each step along the path from creation to
culmination of the group’s recording, S.O.S.
The music of Anthony Plog is held in high regard within the brass
community, and his works for trumpet and his brass trio are considered staples
within the repertoire. Plog’s brass works, ranging from solo to chamber, are the
central focus of a dissertation by Alexander Robert Cannon entitled, “Defining
Characteristics of the Brass Music of Anthony Plog and Their Application in
Performance.”6 Cannon details information regarding melodic dissection of motives,
tonal centers, chromatically influenced melodies, pulse, as well as the varied timbres
associated with each composition. This document serves as a way to reveal the
Jessica Jensen, “S.O.S.!: Liberating Brass Trio from the Throes of Obscurity A FullLength Recording and Discussion of Common Obstacles Facing Brass Trio.”
University of Wisconsin – Madison, 2016.
6 Alexander Robert Cannon, “Defining Characteristics of the Brass Music of Anthony
Plog and Their Application in Performance.” DMA Dissertation, University of British
Columbia, 2012.
5
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similarities and difficulties that are present in Plog’s works and brings this
information to the forefront so that future instances are played with informed
performance practice.
Locating articles written about the brass trio or the composer of the featured
trio within this document proved to be modestly more fruitful than the academic
literature search. James Boldin, horn professor at University of Louisiana at Monroe
and member of the faculty brass trio Black Bayou Brass, wrote an article about the
literature available for the brass trio in May 2015 for The Horn Call.7 Boldin writes
that the purpose for the article is a resource for groups, new or old, to find
compositions to perform or establish a repertoire for a performing brass trio. He
presents his “Basic Repertoire: 10 Must Play Works” as well as additional literature
to fill out any group’s performance material. At the end of the article, Boldin
presents a list of over 450 brass trio compositions ranging from original,
transcription, and featured pieces. This serves as a great resource for all brass
musicians interested in chamber music. Also included is a list of active or recently
active brass trios with websites provided when available.
Lauren Bernofsky’s brass works have received attention from both the
academic and performance communities. Two of Bernofsky’s most well-known
works for brass are her Trumpet Concerto8 and Trio for Brass9, with the former being
the topic of a dissertation by Mary Thornton entitled, “Concerto for Trumpet and

James Boldin, “Brass Trio Repertoire: Beyond Poulenc.”The Horn Call 45, no. 3.
(2015). 57-64.
8 Lauren Bernofsky, Trumpet Concerto. Montrose, CA: Balquhidder Music, 2011.
9 Lauren Bernofsky, Trio for Brass. Montrose, CA: Balquhidder Music, 2009.
7
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Orchestra by Lauren Bernofsky: Conversation and Analysis10.” Within this
document, Thornton provides an analysis of all three movements of the work and
discusses specific aspects of the piece with the composer as well as her
compositional style. The International Trumpet Guild (ITG) Journal has featured
Bernofsky twice within its publications. Thornton first interviewed Bernofsky in
2002 concerning her Trumpet Concerto and Trio for Brass, with the concerto as the
focal point. The article, entitled “Meet the Composer: Lauren Bernofsky Talks about
Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra & Trio for Brass,”11 contains insight as to why
she composed a trumpet concerto, which was her doctoral dissertation at Boston
University, and working with a trumpet player throughout the composing of the
piece. Bernofsky’s next appearance in the Journal would be 10 years later in 2012
interviewed by John Cain.12 The topic of this second article ranges from Bernofsky’s
experiences as a child, performer, and composer. Cain, a licensed psychologist, also
explores what Bernofsky calls auditory “streaming,” where she can hear a particular
melody or phrase of music inside her head.
Living in a time where technology permeates everyday life, embracing access
to information should be utilized when dealing with matters of any subject. The
ability to view websites full of professional recordings, repertoire lists, and reviews
written by the people on the forefront of this genre helps one find quality
Mary Thornton, “Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra by Lauren Bernofsky:
Conversation and Analysis” PhD Diss., University of Wisconsin – Madison, 2002.
11 Mary Thornton, “Meet the Composer: Lauren Bernofsky Talks about Concerto for
Trumpet and Orchestra & Trio for Brass,” International Trumpet Guild 27, no. 3.
(2004). 26-29.
12 John Cain, “Lauren Bernofsky and Her Muse: Conversations on the Creative
Process of Composing.” International Trumpet Guild Journal 31, no. 3. (2012). 30-36.
10
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information when it is so sparse. Within Appendix B, websites are listed of
professional brass trios, which include items such as performing schedules, player
biographies, and the mission statements of these unique organizations. Some of the
ensembles listed display members of orchestras, university faculties, or freelance
musicians living in major metropolises. Access to these websites has an impact far
beyond mere advertisement for the group featured. A budding ensemble, if not
afforded the opportunity of a trained coach, now has the ability to research and
obtain information on what it means to sound like and perform as a professional
brass trio.
After finding few resources, it is clear that the need for research concerning
the brass trio is of utmost importance to help it garner the attention that will bring
this performing group to the forefront of musicians everywhere. The information
contained within this study will serve as a first stepping-stone for students and
professionals alike interested in pursuing this challenging and intimate chamber
group. It is the wish of the author to perpetuate the information available for the
brass trio within the academic and musical communities with thorough research
and insightful knowledge to aid in successful future performances.
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Chapter 2: Descriptive Analysis of Trio for Brass
i.

Background Information

Lauren Bernofsky’s Trio for Brass, was commissioned in 2002 by the Del Mar
Trio, a professional brass ensemble founded at Del Mar College in Corpus Christi,
Texas. The founding members of the ensemble include trumpeter Mary Thornton,
hornist Karl Kemm, and trombonist Eileen Russell. The piece contains three
contrasting movements that follow the traditional fast-slow-fast format. The first
and third movements feature complex rhythms and contrapuntal motion as well as
alternating homorhythmic material in which all three instruments play the same
rhythms together. The second movement is contemplative and soloistic in nature,
allowing the players to perform long, horizontally driven melodies while giving the
audience a change of musical character from the more active outer movements.
When preparing this work it would be wise to conference with the horn player
of the group and tell them beforehand of the difficulties that lie within. This piece
was written for a particular player the enjoyed playing in the upper register and it is
reflected as such, especially in the first and second movements. For the performance
of this piece, the author sought out specific persons to perform this piece based on
their abilities. These requirements should not be a reason to include or exclude a
person from playing in a chamber group, as this is merely a suggestion.
ii.

Movement I

The first movement is composed in sonata form, which is a standard practice
for opening movements of multi-movement works within the classical music style
period. In an interview with the composer, she stated that, “I often use classical
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forms as a starting point, because they are based on principles of contrast and
variety, which I consider important ingredients in music.”13 While the use of sonata
form is present in the opening movement, traditional customary harmonic
sequences are not, which makes for an interesting and well-received piece for both
the performer and audience member.
Section

Rehearsal Letter

Measure Start

Measure End

Beginning

1

90

Development

F

91

132

Recapitulation

I

133

185

Coda

L

186

210

Exposition

Figure 1 Formal structure of Movement I

The expressive marking of the first movement is Allegro deciso with a
metronome marking of 126 beats per minute (bpm). The exposition is an example of
homorhythmic texture, which is typical of her compositional style as seen clearly in
Musical Example 1.14 When discussing tonality and harmonic progressions,
Bernofsky explains that:
I basically ‘feel my way around’ in coming up with harmonies – I never
analyze or have a theoretical plan but rather compose by my intuition
– I find sounds I like while improvising on the piano, and I write them
down.15
This is apparent within the composition, as no one key or triadic progression is
easily found in any part of the work. However, she follows traditional conventions

Lauren Bernofsky, e-mail message to author, March 31, 2017.
http://www.laurenbernofsky.com/bio.php (accessed 13 Dec, 2016).
15 Lauren Bernofsky, e-mail message to author, March 31, 2017.
13
14
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without necessarily thinking about implementing them because of her classical
music training. When using set theory, a method of analysis utilizing integers
instead of note names, one discovers the prime form of the opening “chord” is (025);
with this form, a very open sound is achieved.

Musical Example 1 Movement I musical measure (mm.) 14-20

The development section of the first movement conveys a dance-like feel
with alternating duple and triple time signatures. Bernofsky’s use of metric
alternation in her compositional style is a direct reflection of her fondness for
listening to “international folk dance music as a child.”16 With these mixed meters
occurring in close proximity to one another, the listener is less likely to predict the
next musical event (see Musical Example 2).

John Cain, “Lauren Bernofsky and Her Muse: Conversations on the Creative
Process of Composing” International Trumpet Guild Journal March, 2012. 30.
16
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Musical Example 2 Movement I mm. 104-109

Comparable to themes presented in the opening, the development section expands
on the beginning motive and legato secondary melodic areas of the exposition. To
continue the dance feel of the development within sections of duple time, Bernofsky
places accents on off beats to perpetuate the essence of the triple time signature.
The recapitulation begins in measure 133, with the same phrase structure as
the opening portion of the movement. It features similar melodic material as seen in
the first 52 measures of the exposition. Following traditional sonata form
conventions, the transition and second melodic ideas are transposed into different
tonal centers. Finishing the first movement, Bernofsky includes a coda that blends
content from the development and then the exposition.
In terms of melodic content, imitation and parallel motion are a ubiquitous
compositional aspect throughout this work. Within the first movement, it is rare to
find typical homophonic writing with a strong melody and secondary
accompaniment. The first area of strict melodic independence is found in the horn
line at rehearsal letter “A” (see Musical Example 3). Care should be taken by the
trumpet and trombone that are playing in unison rhythm, and acting as a supporting
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role for the soloist while providing a basis of sound over which the horn player can
effortlessly execute the upper-register passage.
Musical Example 3 Movement I mm. 21-34

Another intriguing feature of the first movement is in the way Bernofsky
handles the distribution of parts, with two performers playing the melody together
in duet fashion while the other player accompanies. The instruments paired
together most often in this movement are the horn and trombone, with the trumpet
substituting for the trombone at times. While the functions of these duos are limited
to either melodic presenter or harmonic supporter, due diligence is still required for
professional part execution. The previous Musical Example (3) at rehearsal letter
“A” is the first time that a duet functions as a harmonic supporter. The first duo
melodic presentation is shown in Musical Example 4 beginning at rehearsal letter
“B”.
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Musical Example 4 Movement I mm. 35-49

The trumpet is the predominating melodic voice for the development section.
While the melody is sparse throughout, the texture remains homophonic as is
prevalent in Bernofsky’s style. As is expected, the recapitulation reiterates the same
compositional material presented in the exposition. Finishing the movement, the
coda uses content taken from the development, culminating with a strong
restatement of the opening motive.
Since Bernofsky does not approach composing by following a structured set
of chords or triads, concerning herself instead with “what sounds good” rather than
traditional harmonic conventions and practices, she risks missing cohesion and
fluidity in the work. 17 This risk has proven fruitful in as much as the attention it has

17

Lauren Bernofsky, e-mail message to author, March 31, 2017.
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garnered with regards to form, pacing, and musical direction. She explains that her
music is:
… always tonal, since that's what sounds good to me, with a fair
amount of my music being described as modal (which is a kind of
tonal, according to my definition that "tonal" means a feeling of
"home" on a certain note). And, true, I do not think in triadic
progressions but rather find my way, intuitively and subconsciously,
through the music and write down whatever sounds are attractive
and interesting to my ear.18
In terms of harmony, the opening chord imitates a sounding quintal chord
with the concert pitches of F (trombone), G (horn), and D (trumpet). While this
instance is not a standard quintal chord, it is under the implication that it be one
with the top two voices performing the interval of a fifth and the trombone’s concert
F is added for harmonic color. The author believes this is true because if the
trombone were playing a concert C it would be a conventional quintal chord.
Instead, the trombone is playing what would be the fifth below the missing concert
C; thus completing the implied quintal chord. Bernofsky implies a double period of
the first 20 measures. In traditional practice of the double period, a cadence is
evaded at the end of the first period; this unrest is found in measure 12 with the
trumpet ascending a concert Ab major scale. The first proposed consequent, mm. 912, begins with an actual quartal chord, with the concert pitches of Eb, Ab, and Db,
rivaling the opening implied quintal chord. In mm. 25-34 a horn solo is featured;
within measures 25-28, the melody suggests concert Ab major and measures 29-34
a move to concert Gb major is achieved.

18

Ibid.
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Musical Example 5 Movement I Horn Part mm. 22-36

With sections of homophonic writing between the three parts, the exposition
ends in measure 90. The development section begins with a chord that mimics the
opening, with the exception being it is a concert G major in first inversion. With the
recapitulation, one would expect in traditional sonata practice, the secondary theme
to be in the same key as the main theme. Bernofsky mimics the style of Paul
Hindemith, who would change tonal centers of returning themes in the
recapitulation. Within the coda, the trumpet part contains scale fragments in a
combination of Ionian, Mixolydian, and Aeolian modes.
iii.

Movement II

The second movement is short, with only 76 measures. With a small amount of
material, the employment of a large form such as sonata or cyclical is not a goal at
this length. The movement has a vocal-like aspect, making the smaller form of
rounded binary (ABA’) the preferred choice. Bernofsky confirms this by stating:
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I do refer to a form in this movement -- an ABA’ form (though the Bsection, which starts at Letter B, is not much of a contrast… I don't
care whether the listener picks up on a form or not. I do care that they
enjoyed the plays of repetition vs. contrast and development in the
music.)19
Section

Rehearsal Letter

Measure Start

Measure End

A

Beginning

1

24

B

B

25

52

A’

D

53

76

Figure 2 Formal structure of Movement II

In terms of melody, the expression marking is Berceuse, French for “lullaby”
or “cradle-rocker.” This is a fitting representation of the musical content of this
movement. The movement departs from the traditional “berceuse” rhythm in triplemeter, opting instead for duple-meter. This becomes evident when analyzing the
melody, with a strong sense of vocal writing, conjunct intervals, and scalar motion
throughout. Bernofsky writes:
I chose "Berceuse" as my character marking simply because the word
translates to "lullaby," which I think accurately characterizes this
movement. A lullaby is an intimate sort of music (picture one person
singing to a young child), and my use of just one instrument at a time
to play the melodic material gives this movement a more intimate
feel.20
The A section of the second movement begins with the trombone
establishing a slow-moving bass line, with the horn part providing an “Alberti style”
line outlining a central chord. This provides a beautiful underpinning for the

19
20

Ibid.
Ibid.
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trumpet to present the melody (see Musical Example 5). When discussing the
melodic contour of this movement Bernofsky says, “The word ‘lullaby’ also refers to
sung music, and that describes the way I'd like this movement to be interpreted.”21
Repeating melodic ideas in this movement are plentiful with the first occurrence at
rehearsal letter “A” with the trombone restating the opening solo a perfect fourth
lower. The trombone closes the first section with a slightly altered rhythmic figure
in comparison to the trumpet’s opening melody. All three instruments conclude this
section by arriving on a concert Bb dominant seventh chord, which smoothly leads
into the B section.
Musical Example 6 Movement II mm. 1-11

During the B section, the melody alternates from a standard 4/4 time
signature to a mixture of 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4. Parts are paired together in this section

21

Ibid.
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rather than serving as independent lines. It begins with a flowing sequence of eighth
notes in the horn part with a sustained trumpet underpinning. In the following
phrase, a hemiola in 2/4 meter is superimposed on top of the 3/4 time signature
between the trumpet and horn. Simultaneously the trombone’s line, containing a
sequence that gradually rises in pitch, provides interest, direction, and stability at a
time that is otherwise uncertain. Rehearsal letter “C” is an imitation of the beginning
of the B section, with the same eighth-note motion and sustained underpinning.
The closing A section starts at rehearsal letter “D” and includes an
abbreviated introduction similar to the beginning of the movement. While this
segment is exactly the same number of measures as the beginning and features the
same opening trumpet solo and accompaniment parts, the music is somewhat
different. After the trumpet solo ends in mm. 63 a short coda is included, bringing
the movement to a close. In the last 13 measures, the trumpet and horn are centered
around the key of concert Ab major, while the trombone oscillates between concert
Eb, Gb, and Bb pitches. In the last three measures a sustained concert Eb and G is
written in the trombone and trumpet parts, respectively, while the horn part
continues the outlining of the concert Ab major chord as before. Eventually the horn
moves to concert Bb, completing the major tonic triad with a plagal cadence. By
providing the listener with a distinct concluding major chord, it reveals a moment in
the work that prepares for the dichotomy and contrast of the final movement.
In terms of harmony, this is the only movement written with a key signature,
with the tonal center revolving around Eb concert. According to Bernofsky:
Adding a key signature wouldn't make for fewer accidentals. I don't
necessarily think in major and minor keys, so I don't ever choose a
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key signature and then start to write. The second movement does
seem centered around a flatted note, E-flat, so a key signature in that
movement does help to take out some of the accidentals.22
iv.

Movement III

Concluding the work is an exciting movement replete with an underlying
sixteenth-note composite rhythm. Similar to the first movement, the third
movement employs sonata form. Approximately half as long as the first movement,
it achieves excitement and interest with fast-paced exchanges, rhythmic activity,
and melodic layering.
Section

Rehearsal Letter

Measure Start

Measure End

Beginning

1

38

Development

C

39

70

Recapitulation

E

71

92

93

104

Exposition

Coda
Figure 3 Formal structure of Movement III

Lightness in sound and texture are required by the ensemble to execute
sixteenth-note rhythms in every measure. Interspersed throughout these fast and
lively passages are quick, lyrical melodic fragments that contrast the steady
rhythmic movement underneath. Two rhythmic fragments are utilized in a melodic
way throughout the finale. There are articulated sixteenth-note scalar patterns (see
Musical Example 8), and also a succession of slurred, legato fragments of eighth and
two sixteenth notes (see Musical Example 9). The articulation markings are very

22

Ibid.
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sparse in the entire work, with the third movement being no exception, leaving the
style up to the interpretation of the performers.
Musical Example 7 Movement III mm. 1-3

Musical Example 8 Movement III mm. 25-28

In comparing the two musical examples above, it is clear to see that the main
distinguishing feature is in the implied harmony. While the first musical statement
(Musical Example 7) utilizes a hybrid scale not easily discernable, the second
(Musical Example 8) statement outlines chordal triads. Accompanying this is also a
change in articulation, which more clearly delineates one from the other. With a
brief exception found at the end of the second movement, this appearance of triadic
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harmony is unique to the piece, making it an effective compositional device to create
interest and forward motion.
Bernofsky incorporates a simultaneous combination of modes throughout
the third movement. The name for the particular mode she applies is Lydian
Dominant, which is built on the fourth scale degree of a melodic minor scale. The
first instance of this appears in the opening measures of the movement, with the
horn part hinting at concert G Lydian mode and the trumpet part in concert G
Mixolydian mode (refer to Musical Example 8). As expected, this also appears in the
recapitulation in mm. 72-74. Specific to the third movement, Bernofsky favors the
Lydian Dominant mode between the utilization of singular scalar lines and
arpeggiation in consecutive measures. This happens in the trumpet part in mm. 2526 (Musical Example 9), trombone part in mm. 44 (Musical Example 10), and horn
part in mm. 49 (Musical Example 11) with chromatic passing tones to smoothly lead
to the next trumpet statement. Whole tone fragments are also featured in
descending passages in the trombone part.
Musical Example 9 Trumpet part Movement III mm. 24-26

Musical Example 10 Trombone part Movement III mm. 44
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Musical Example 11 Horn part Movement III mm. 47-49

During the coda section, beginning in mm. 93, excitement is achieved using a
composite sixteenth-note rhythm passed throughout all parts. This serves to move
the music towards its completion, where all three parts end on a concert G spanning
four octaves.
The rationale for selecting this particular work was due to several important
factors common to successful compositions. The first criterion that this work fulfills
is in its accessibility. The range of performers for this piece begins from a college
undergraduate level and beyond, with this scope the piece manages to retain
musical substance and avoids compromise. This provides the ensemble with an
opportunity to perform with maximum expression, musicality, and artistry.
Additionally, Bernofsky also harkens back to Hindemith’s formula of making music
substantive in terms of form, harmony, and playability. This approach has resulted
in many fine recordings and performances of her work, including the University of
Maryland Brass Trio, Black Bayou Brass of the University of Louisiana at Monroe,
and the University of North Dakota Brass Trio among others. Finally, it is a fair
assumption that this work has found its way into the repertoire list of many
performing ensembles, whether formed in the university, orchestra, or freelance
arenas.
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Chapter 3: Performer’s Guide to Trio for Brass
Lauren Bernofsky’s Trio for Brass includes elements that will challenge any
level of brass musician. With the ability to write music that is both musically
interesting and technically challenging, she is becoming well known as a composer
for the brass repertoire style. The featured composition requires each performing
musician to have complete control of their instrument in regards to 1) endurance, 2)
technical facility, and 3) musical maturity.
The nature of endurance is inherent with an ensemble of this size. With only
three parts composed, any substantial amounts of rest are scarce. However, this also
implies that more playing involved in each part requires the ability to perform
music of difficulty and length. It is highly recommended, for each performer, that
they be in top physical performance shape. This consideration is important so each
player has the endurance to perform up to an entire recital of brass trio music.
Secondly, with the independence placed upon each performer, it is
imperative that their technical abilities be at the highest level. Even when in an
accompaniment role, execution of their part remains a top priority. With a group
this size, every part is heard as if it were a solo passage and must be treated as such.
With the mastery of one’s own technique, the ability to discuss technical passages,
articulation considerations, timbre, and tempo changes all become available and
open for debate within the ensemble. Reaching a level of fluency pertaining to each
member is only a small consideration when it comes to the successful performance
and interpretation of a piece of music.
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Finally, and most importantly, the portrayal of a clear musical idea needs to
be present from the ensemble. Communication, both verbal and non-verbal, should
be respected and open for discussion amongst all participants. Through trial and
error, the musical maturity level of each performer will grow, and interpretations of
future pieces will benefit from these conversations held amongst peers. With a
unified musical concept of the piece, the audience will have an easier time to
connect with the ensemble and enjoy the performance on a deeper level.

i.

Movement I

While mainly homorhythmic in nature, there are several instances where an
instrument takes the forefront of the ensemble as a soloist. When all three
instruments are performing, several factors are taken into consideration: intonation,
balance, blend, uniform articulations, musical phrasing, and rhythmic responsibility.
Within a chamber ensemble, each performer must have addressed these
considerations prior to the performance to ensure a proper and informed concert.
With no conductor from which to receive directions, the group is more responsible
for their own decisions. Most chamber musicians are welcoming of these extra
responsibilities.
Within the opening section of the exposition, which is almost entirely
homorhythmic, there are small interjections of solos from the various musicians.
While not virtuosic or several measures long, these quick moments serve to help
propel musical ideas forward and keep the listener intrigued as to what may happen
at any given moment. These can be found in the trumpet and trombone parts in
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measures 2, 4, 10, and an ascending concert Bb Dorian scale in the trumpet in
measure 12.
Musical Example 12 Movement I mm. 1-13

To accentuate these moments the player should crescendo through the 16th
note passages. With the passing of the rhythmic idea in measure four; the trombone
should continue the crescendo and forward motion that is created from the trumpet
line. Through measures 13-17, the opening five measures repeat verbatim. It is in
the ensemble’s best musical interest to find a way to perform this repetition
differently to create contrast and variety.
The nature of solos in a brass trio have the opportunity to be more
expressive between the accompaniment and the soloist given the size of the
ensemble. This is due to the fact that the group is more nimble with regards to the
numbers of members. The only true solo within the first movement resides in the
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horn part and lies mainly in the high tessitura range for the instrument. (Musical
Example 13) When preparing this solo it is important for the group to discuss the
shape of the phrases, so the accompaniment part may follow the rise and fall of the
soloist. This uniform plan will ensure the soloist has the proper support, especially if
the group is new to chamber music performance.

Musical Example 13 Movement I Horn part mm. 22-34

The rest of the movement, development and recapitulation can be described
as lively yet asymmetric, and moments of long connected phrases. The development
section contains many alternating time signatures, sometimes changing every
measure. For the ensemble, rhythmic subdivision is necessary and will be the only
way to stay cohesive throughout the many changes between duple and triple time.
The published score and parts contain triangles and dashes above the measures in
triple time, which is a courtesy for differentiating the grouping of eighth notes in
each measure. The triangles represent a grouping of three eighth notes and the dash
symbolizes two eighth notes as seen in Musical Example 14.
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Musical Example 14 Movement I Trumpet part mm. 114-116

With the recapitulation starting the same as the beginning of the work, the
ensemble must pay attention to subtle changes from the opening. Octave
displacements, as well as slight rhythmic and intervallic content alterations, present
themselves to the ensemble through the recapitulation and relatively short coda.
Passing sixteenth-note lines as well as accented syncopations help energize the
music to an exciting conclusion of the first movement.

ii.

Movement II
The second movement portrays a lyrical and serene musical character.

Bernofsky was aiming for a specific mood that separates itself from the outer
movements as mentioned in a quote in the analysis section of the second movement.
It is the recommendation of the author that the ensemble take a few moments
between each movement to prepare mentally for the change of character in the
music. These slight pauses will allow the group to collect themselves and focus on
the musical task in front of them all the while letting their embouchure muscles time
to recuperate. This movement is calming and should not contain the energy from the
previous movement or foreshadow the upcoming third movement. A suggestion
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regarding this movement’s timbre color would be a warm and nuanced blended
ensemble sound as close to a vocal trio as possible.
The beginning of the movement features a short introduction between the
horn and trombone. The flowing eighth notes in the horn should not be stagnant, as
that will not serve the performer or audience member in any musical fashion. One
way to approach this passage is to have the horn and trombone crescendo and
decrescendo following the pattern seen in Musical Example 15. With these dynamic
considerations, the music has a relaxing motion that will also generate interest from
the audience from a rather simple musical line.
Musical Example 15 Movement II mm. 1-5

The ritardando at the end of measure five is not in the published score; this is
an option for the group to prepare the audience for the end of the introduction and
the entrance of the trumpet solo in measure six. A slight pause may also be added at
the end of measure five to assist the trombone player in regards of air management.
When the trumpet solo enters in measure six, strict time in the horn part should
continue as it acts as the musical metronome during performance. The phrasing
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within the group should default to the trumpet part, as it is the melodic line and
needs support while written within a higher tessitura.
The form of movement II is in an ABA’ format. With this knowledge, the
ensemble will be able to model their performance according to this layout. Soloistic
moments define the A sections of this movement, and the B section lends itself to
moving eighth-note patterns along with a hemiola; a compositional device that
divides two groups of three into three groups of two. During the B section,
Bernofsky is more meticulous with the addition of dynamic markings than the other
sections within the movement. It is evident that she had a distinct idea as to how
this section be performed. The trumpet and horn complement each other’s parts
almost entirely throughout the B section. With the top two parts performing with
each other, the trombone is able to interject the similar material with counter
melodic content or reinforce the harmonic motion with varying pedal points.
The second A section begins at rehearsal letter “D,” and Bernofsky chose to
begin it with a truncated version of the introduction. The trumpet solo enters after
three measures (as opposed to five in the beginning) of the horn and trombone lines
as seen in Musical Example 16. Instead of the trombone continuing after the
trumpet finishes like the beginning of the movement it directly leads into the coda,
which begins at rehearsal letter “E” and combines material from both the A and B
sections.
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Musical Example 16 Movement II mm. 53-56

The movement’s end is a musical resting point and is also the midpoint of the
composition. The final measure of the second movement is the only place the
players produce a sustained major chord. Outlining the interval of a major third, the
trumpet and trombone set the base of a concert Eb major chord. The horn continues
its eighth-note passage and comes to rest on the fifth of the aforementioned chord,
finishing the movement with a very peaceful moment (Musical Example 17).
Musical Example 17 Movement II mm. 71-76

iii.

Movement III
The musical characteristics of the final movement are energetic, forward

moving, and contrasting. All three parts have constant occurring sixteenth notes
throughout the entire movement; one must not become overwhelmed. Titled Vivo
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and with a metronome marking of 96 bpm the attainability of the third movement
becomes achievable. This somewhat slower tempo is not an indication that
performing will be easy. This movement is full of composite rhythms and requires
meticulous counting by the musicians. The finale of this brilliant work will be
enjoyable for performer and audience member.
When dealing with continuous sixteenth notes, it is imperative for each
performer to keep their articulations light and their air stream constant at all times.
Musical Example 18 is one instance of the need for clarity and consistency between
all parts during homorhythmic writing. With the deviations found in the horn and
trumpet parts in measures 56-58, there can be emphasis to create tension and
release when they return to the original note. This emphasis will create energy and
will highlight the section while providing contrast to an area featuring repetition.
With most of the movement written in the middle and high registers for all parts,
each member must be careful to not force the sound, as this would have a negative
effect on both timbre and endurance. A cohesive articulation style must be agreed
upon by all members and should be practiced and applied inside and outside of
ensemble practice and rehearsal.
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Musical Example 18 Movement III mm. 56-59

Similar to the first movement, the third movement does not have any
significant solos. A large majority of the movement is homorhythmic, but at times
has duet fragments with the remaining part performing as an independent line. This
homorhythmic style of composition challenges the performer as an ensemble
member, imploring them to expand their musical self to imitate and communicate
with the rest of the group.
The coda to the end of the movement, beginning in measure 93 and ending in
measure 104, contains the most rhythmically dense material within the entire work,
which leads to an exciting culmination of this multi-movement composition. Similar
to the B section in the second movement, two parts perform together while one
remains independent as seen in Musical Example 19.
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Musical Example 19 Movement III mm. 93-104

Chapter 4: Technical Considerations for the Trumpeter
Understanding that this study will inevitably be read by persons involved in a
collegiate setting, it is assumed a daily routine or practice schedule of some variety
be implemented into their daily lives. An extension to this existing routine to include
some specific exercises focused around the technical difficulties of this piece will
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only help the trumpeter in a successful preparation of Bernofsky’s Trio for Brass. It
is the recommendation of the author that the trumpet player seek the tutelage of
their private instructor when compiling a new routine towards a concentrated goal.
Most private teachers have obtained knowledge from years of practice and
performance, and are likely to have information to assist in a successful musical
presentation.
With many sections of this composition featuring tightly-woven rhythmic
areas, working with a metronome is encouraged within personal and ensemble
practice and rehearsal. The use of a metronome is most beneficial in the early stages
of rehearsal as to establish a solid understanding of how all the parts fit together.
Another aspect of consideration of this fine work deals with the dynamic layering
within the coda of the third movement. With quick movements from soft to loud and
returning to soft, the exchanges between varying volumes should refrain from
feeling like a roller coaster ride for the audience members. However, a difference
should be made between each variant, otherwise Bernofsky would not have taken
the time to place each dynamic carefully.
i.

Exercises for Intervals

The largest interval of Trio for Brass is an octave. While no angular or
disjunct areas exist within the work as a whole, this is not a sign that smaller
interval passages are any less important or difficult to execute. Interval practice is
an area that should be practiced with and without the instrument. Singing is highly
encouraged for all interval study as well as mouthpiece buzzing and performing the
interval upon the instrument. Traditional diatonic interval studies, employed by
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trumpet players and teachers for decades, have proved successful for performance.
With the advancement of technology in recent years, the amount of resources
available and attaining them is easier than ever in both digital and printed formats.
Allen Vizzutti, trumpet virtuoso and composer, has penned numerous solos
from beginning to advanced levels, as well as pieces from the jazz and classical
styles. His largest contributions to trumpet players around the world are his three
method books. These books are separated into technical, harmonic, and melodic
studies. In the, Allen Vizzutti Trumpet Method Book 2: Harmonic Studies23 Mr.
Vizzutti presents material pertaining to interval studies, chordal studies, and scales.
The area highlighted here is the interval studies portion. Vizzutti strays from the
normative approach of static rhythms and diatonic-only intervals as he counters
traditional practices with ascending and descending intervals, varying rhythmic
content, and interval exercises with more melodic contour.
In the study, Vizzutti does not indicate a metronome marking above each
exercise. It is assumed he was allowing for preparation of varying tempi. As with all
technique-based skills, the trumpet player should strive for as high a speed as
possible with good sound and healthy embouchure throughout all registers, but
should be a disciplined to not move on until each interval is mastered. It is the
advice of the author that a student should not practice each interval exercise every
single day, but rather disperse this work across a week’s worth of practice sessions.
All exercises should be practiced with and without articulation. A suggested weekly
practice schedule for Interval Studies is listed below:
Allen Vizzutti, The Allen Vizzutti Trumpet Method, Bk. 2: Harmonic Studies (Los
Angeles: Alfred, 1991).
23
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Day of the Week:

Exercise Number:

Sunday

1, 3

Monday

2, 4

Tuesday

13, 7

Wednesday

10, 11

Thursday

6, 8

Friday

5, 12

Saturday

9, 14

Figure 4 Practice Schedule for Vizzutti Interval Studies

Other resources that have valuable information pertaining to interval
exercises are: Complete Conservatory Method for Trumpet (Cornet)24 by Jean Baptiste
Arban, Modern Method for Trumpet or Cornet25 by Ernest S. Williams, Contemporary
Interval Studies26 by Thomas Stevens, and Complete Lip Trainers27 by Richard
Shuebruk.
ii.

Exercises for Articulation

A trumpet player must be able to provide a variety of articulations at any
time within a chamber group. Developing the skills necessary to perform these
varying styles can be found in any number of quality method books. A student
should expose themselves to music that is not only limited to their own instrument.

Jean Baptiste Arban, Complete Conservatory Method for Trumpet (New York: Carl
Fischer, 1982).
25 Ernest Williams, Modern Method for Trumpet or Cornet (Tappan, NY: Colin
Publications, 1936).
26 Thomas Stevens, Contemporary Interval Studies (Vuarmarens, Switzerland:
Editions Bim).
27 Richard Shuebruk, Complete Lip Trainers (New York: Carl Fischer, 1923).
24
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Students can begin to appreciate nuance and sensitivity when they listen to
professional musicians on other instruments. These newly found aural concepts,
when applied, can be utilized for both solo and ensemble performance. The scarcity
of markings in Trio for Brass, besides some slurs and accents, leaves the
interpretation almost entirely up to the ensemble.
Chris Gekker, Professor of Trumpet at the University of Maryland, has
authored two of the most popular books for articulation studies, Articulation
Studies28, and Endurance Drills for Performance Skills29. These two collections of
studies will expose the student to all scales and possible articulation patterns
possible. Gekker recommends that if a player is unhappy with their articulation,
they should consider using a “one-minute drill.” This exercise affords the student an
opportunity to focus only on articulation for a minute straight. The study asks the
student to begin tonguing sixteenth notes on a second line G at a non-specific tempo;
the example Gekker gives is beginning at 100 bpm breathing as often as needed. The
instruction Gekker describes next is to start your next practice session at 20 beats
slower, in this case 80 bpm, and to employ this new metronome marking for a week
at a time. In the scenario provided by Mr. Gekker, he recommends that the student
for the second week move the metronome to 88 bpm, third week 94 bpm, and the
original tempo of 100 bpm for the fourth week.
During these weeks of articulation study awareness, it is advised that the
student strive for relaxation and ease of playing. It is also in the best interest of the
Chris Gekker, Articulation Studies (New York: Transition Publications, 1995).
Chris Gekker, Endurance Drills for Performance Skills (New York: Transition
Publications, 2002).
28
29
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student to vary note and range choice, dynamic level, and articulation style. The goal
of this particular exercise is for the student to achieve a strong, smooth, and quick
tongue stroke within the oral cavity. Utilizing a concentrated exercise daily such as
the Gekker, “one-minute drill” one should notice an improvement in a short time
towards efficiency. The study of articulation five to ten minutes a day is an effective
way to achieving mastery of all things articulated.
Other resources for articulation exercises: Complete Conservatory Method for
Trumpet (Cornet)30 by Jean Baptiste Arban, Daily Fundamentals for the Trumpet31 by
Michael Sachs, Warm-ups & Studies for Trumpet and Other Brass Instruments32 by
James Stamp, and Technical Studies for the Cornet33 by Herbert L. Clarke.
iii.

Exercises for Endurance

The intricacies of performing in a brass trio contain many areas that require
the trumpet player to ascertain above-average skills, with one in particular being
endurance. With three members in a brass trio, there will be few opportunities for
extended rests. One of the key areas to practice for having endurance on any brass
instrument is an efficient airstream. This comes from managing the size of the
aperture, firmness of the embouchure corners, and tongue arch level inside the oral
cavity. These fine motor skills are gained through isometric strength as well as
flexibility and articulation exercises in all registers and dynamics. It is also the
Jean Baptiste Arban, Complete Conservatory Method for Trumpet (New York: Carl
Fischer, 1982).
31 Michael Sachs, Daily Fundamentals for the Trumpet (New York: International
Music Company, 2002).
32 James Stamp, Warm-ups & Studies for Trumpet and Other Brass Instruments
(Vuarmarens, Switzerland: Editions Bim, 1978).
33 Herbert L. Clarke, Technical Studies for the Cornet (New York: Carl Fischer, 1970).
30
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viewpoint of the author that a student should not practice until their embouchure
muscles are exhausted as this only reinforces bad habits. Instead, it is more
beneficial to practice with intensity for several shorter periods, training the muscles
to always be fresh during physically demanding sections of music. The student also
needs to remember to rest as much as they play.
The Complete Conservatory Method for Trumpet (Cornet) (“Method”) by Jean
Baptiste Arban has been referred by many trumpet players as the “trumpeter’s
bible.” This is because of the wealth of information that is contained within. The
book itself contains materials, which address numerous technical and musical
elements of trumpet playing, including solos and etudes. It has also remained
relevant to trumpet study since its first publication in 1864. With editions adapted
for all brass instruments and its extensive usage by other instrumentalists, one can
safely assume this method is consummate. The first 50 studies of the Arban Method
are going to be the focus of this section. These particular exercises lack of
metronome and dynamic markings. It is recommended by many that these exercises
should be practiced at all dynamics and tempi. Being deliberate in regards to placing
each tone correctly and with metronomic accuracy should always remain at the
front of the performer’s mind. A suggestion would be to begin with the tempo at 60
bpm and at a dynamic that is comfortable within the mezzo-piano/forte range.
Some trumpet teachers have adapted the Arban method into smaller routines
that make the complete method book more manageable. There are numerous
routines that have been published of which each author believes to be the best from
all sections of the Arban Method. These are organized in such a way that the student
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is abled to maximize their time instead of wondering what and how long to practice
a particular exercise or study. For the sake of this document, and staying true to the
intent of endurance training, the author suggests this routine for exercises 1-50.
This routine may begin on either Sunday or Monday making sure the trumpeter
rests as much as they play and resting as necessary.
Day of the Week:

Exercise Number:

Sunday

1-6, 15-19, 41-45

Monday

7-9, 20-23, 47

Tuesday

10-14, 24-27, 48

Wednesday

1-6, 28-32, 49

Thursday

7-9, 33-37, 50

Friday

10-14, 38-40, 46

Figure 5 Suggested Routine for Arban Method Endurance Routine

Other resources for endurance exercises: Endurance Drills for Performance
Skills34 by Chris Gekker, The Allen Vizzutti Trumpet Method, Bk 1: Technical Studies35
by Allen Vizzutti, Daily Drills and Technical Studies for Trumpet36 by Max
Schlossberg, and Twenty-Seven Groups of Exercises for Cornet or Trumpet37 by Earl D.
Irons.
iv.

Exercises for Intonation

Chris Gekker, Endurance Drills for Performance Skills (New York: Transition
Publications, 2002).
35 Allen Vizzutti, The Allen Vizzutti Trumpet Method, Bk. 1: Technical Studies (Los
Angeles: Alfred, 1991).
36 Max Schlossberg, Daily Drills and Technical Studies for Trumpet (New York: M.
Baron Company, 1959).
37 Earl D. Irons, Twenty-Seven Groups of Exercises for Cornet or Trumpet (San
Antonio: Southern Music Company, 1966).
34
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Performing in an ensemble as exposed as the brass trio, a performer’s aural
sense is their strongest ally in matching articulations, musical direction, and
intonation. With music that is rooted in triadic and tonal progressions, the
importance of knowing one’s note tendencies within a chordal structure is
important. Students should have a working knowledge of the harmonic series,
intonation tendencies of notes on their instruments, and how to work within the
just intonation temperament.
Intonation exercises are available in varying mediums. It is beneficial that the
student approaches these studies from a different areas including: singing, buzzing
on a mouthpiece, and performing on the instrument. An informed performer will
not only practice in just intonation but also in equal temperament, as they will likely
perform with a fixed pitch instrument such as piano or mallet percussion. Several
options are available to students for practicing their intonation. These include:
utilizing drones being performed by a cello or shruti box (an Indian instrument), a
play-a-long such as Walter White’s, Long Tone Accompaniment38 that is available
with various perfect 5th intervals, and a duet book specifically geared towards
intonation entitled, Long Tone Duets for Trumpets,39 by David Vining.
The goals for practicing better intonation for the trumpeter are to be able to
identify when they are not playing in tune with themselves as well as being able to
play in tune with ensembles of varying sizes. The result is gaining the ability to be
flexible in any setting, whether the player is performing with a novice group that
Walter White, Walter White Long Tone Accompaniment, Walter White, Stentor
SR36252, 1995, CD.
39 David Vining, Long Tone Duets for Trumpets (Flagstaff, Arizona: Mountain Peak
Music, 2010).
38
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plays out of tune or knowing what function they serve within a chord in a
professional symphony orchestra. When using a sustained drone such as, Cello
Drones for Tuning and Improvisation40 by Musicians Practice Partner, the trumpet
player should be aware of not only playing the note that is being held but to play
scales and intervals that are appropriate. As opposed to utilizing a single
synthesized tone, a benefit of using a drone from a cello or shruti box, are the
harmonics that are present. When playing in tune with either of these choices, one
will hear a resultant tone, which is the sound waves complementing each other and
a higher pitch sounds.
The benefit of using an intonation study, designed for more than one player,
is that both performers learn to adjust accordingly and acquire the necessary skills
to master flexibility in terms of pitch tendency and chord member functions. Long
Tone Duets for Trumpets41, by David Vining contains studies in all major keys as well
as simple chord progressions and the chromatic scale. The book has duets that go
throughout the practical registers of the trumpet. While this is a duet book, it does
not operate with one part being superior to the other; rather, both parts are equally
challenging and rewarding.
All musicians should have a working knowledge of the harmonic series and
chordal tunings as well as each note’s tendencies, as they exist in nature. A chart

Musicians Practice Partner. Cello Drones for Tuning and Improvisation. Navarro
River Music B000FSMUXW, 2006, compact disc.
40

David Vining, Long Tone Duets for Trumpets (Flagstaff, Arizona: Mountain Peak
Music, 2010).
41
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concerning these chordal tuning adjustments is available in the appendices to assist
the student with these matters.

v.

Exercises for Musicality

The art of interpreting music is one that is found through experience and
careful guidance. A student can learn musicality from applying phrasing
considerations heard on preeminent recordings, studying with an applied
instructor, and applying French oboist Marcel Tabuteau’s number system. While the
interpretation of music is a very personal subject amongst musicians, opinions vary
as to what makes something “musical.” It is the intent of the author to show students
differing venues of exploration to assist in what may work best for their own
personal pursuits as well as further pedagogical knowledge.
One way to execute an interpretation is what the author refers to as, “musical
tracing.” The quickest route to copying a drawing of something is to place a paper
over it and traced over the lines. This method simply defined as playing something
the same way as another musical artist has. Emulating or modeling is widely
accepted as one of the best ways to learn various ways of phrasing. Applying this
simple, yet effective system, a student has the opportunity to explore and
experience how a professional in their field emotes and interprets various works
and musical genres.
As is agreed by many individuals, studying with a vetted, applied instructor is
the quickest way to achieve mastery of the instrument. With one-on-one instruction,
a student will garner information that will allow them to improve faster. Having a
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trusted mentor assisting in the cultivation of both technical and musical goals
provides the student with a fail-safe environment to take calculated risks and obtain
guidance potentially not available on their own. Additionally, studying with a
professional will grant access to live performances of that person, giving the student
the opportunity to witness a high level of musicianship.
Marcel Tabuteau, who was a French-American oboist, was considered the
father of the “American school” of oboe playing.42 Tabuteau, known for his oboe
playing in the Philadelphia Orchestra and teaching at the Curtis Institute, developed
a system of note grouping which allows the musician to identify the important notes
of a musical phrase and ideas as to how to properly shape it. He never published a
book of his own; however, many students kept notes on how to implement this
method. One of the most popular books regarding this topic is David McGill’s, Sound
in Motion: A Performer’s Guide to Greater Musical Expression.43 Within the book,
McGill exhaustively researches the system set forth by Tabuteau and leads the
reader through the method with examples. McGill offers important suggestions for
listening that demonstrates this grouping system and what makes using this help
improves musicality and expression. Other areas explored in the book are wind
playing techniques, controversies that exist in music, and how to exist as a
professional musician. The only other resource that would be more prominent is
recordings of lessons conducted by Tabuteau himself. The CD contains 12 “lessons”
Lana C. Neal, “The American Oboe School: Its History and Hallmarks,” The Double
Reed 22 no. 2 (Spring, 1999): 51, accessed May 5, 2018,
https://www.idrs.org/publications/controlled/DR/DR22.2/JNL22.2.pdf.
43 David McGill, Sound in Motion: A Performer’s Guide to Greater Musical Expression
(Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 2009).
42
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that takes the student through subjects such as: wind control, breath taking, singing
intervals, and practice routines.44

Chapter 5: Biography of Lauren Bernofsky
Lauren Bernofsky (b. 1967) is an American composer born in Rochester,
Minnesota and currently resides in Bloomington, Indiana. Her portfolio of
compositions contains over one hundred works spanning solo, chamber, and choral
music to large-scale works for orchestra and film scoring. Her music is performed
internationally, with critical reviews describing it as “fantastic,” “evocative and
witty,” and “[destined to] become standard repertoire.” 45
Her educational background includes degrees from the Hartt School of Music
(BA), New England Conservatory (MM), and Boston University (Ph.D.), where she
studied with the preeminent composer Lukas Foss.46 While studying with Foss,
himself a student of Paul Hindemith from 1939-194047, Bernofsky was able to
implement the information Foss garnered from Hindemith, whose compositional
style is reflected in Bernofsky’s music through her use of diatonic ambiguity and
intervallically-rooted melodies. When analyzing her work it was found that
Hindemith’s, The Craft of Musical Composition48 to be of great assistance. It is clear
Marcel Tabuteau, Marcel Tabuteau’s Lessons, Boston Records B0000049KK, 2001.
CD.
45 http://www.laurenbernofsky.com/bio.php (accessed 13 Dec, 2016).
46 Ibid.
47 Bret Johnson. “Lukas Foss.” The Guardian, February 3, 2009.
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2009/feb/04/lukas-foss-obituary (accessed
April 2, 2017).
48 Paul Hindemith, The Craft of Musical Composition, trans. Arthur Mendel. New
York: Associated Music Publishers, Inc, 1945.
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that he was a master teacher who exhibited, with great ease, pedagogical skills in
explaining complex harmonies and counterpoint. This is apparent in his detailed
explanations of each musical concept and the vernacular he used to illustrate the
compositional tools presented.
In this resource, his basis for analysis was rooted in intervallic content. He
further describes how the strongest interval should be primary, with the bottom
note serving as the root. The general rule stated in the book is as follows:
A major triad consists of a fifth, a major third, and a minor third. Here
we see the difference between our method and that of the
conventional theory of harmony, which relates the chord factors to
the bass tone, a process which makes inversions possible.49
With this in mind, one can see that Bernofsky’s compositional style favors the lessconventional diatonic writing, with her approach following Hindemith’s
methodology.
One example of this is seen in her ability to orchestrate melodies and chordal
harmonies, which preclude the listener from holding to any sense of “home-base.”
Hindemith’s understanding and mastery of the art of counterpoint allows him to
construct music with melodic and harmonic content without the use of conventional
major and minor triads as he describes a chord being, “a group of at least three
different tones sounding simultaneously.”50 Hindemith clearly understood the
classic definitions of form and counterpoint. This mastery, found within his
compositions, displays Hindemith’s assimilation and evolution of the compositional

49
50

Ibid.
Ibid. 95.
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technique.51 In some of her music she has firmly rooted herself in the classical style,
but is willing to deviate from this convention seamlessly as well. Her music strives
to capture the unique expressive potential of each instrument, an approach that has
made her work popular with musicians looking for new compositions to display
their abilities. She explains her philosophy of composition very simply, stating that
music “should be a joy both to play and to hear.”52 In a personal conversation, she
continues to corroborate this, stating that her priority is in “writing music that has a
nice tune [and that] sounds good.”53
Bernofsky attributes her success as a composer to her experience as a
violinist and her exposure to the monumental works of the great composers. She
states in an interview from the International Trumpet Guild Journal that she has
“played so much very fine music, from Bach unaccompanied sonatas to the
Beethoven Violin Concerto.”54 She continues stating that, “when I wrote my multimovement Trio for Brass, I used Beethoven as my model: for melodic inventiveness,
impeccable craftsmanship with regard to form, voice-leading, clarity of harmonies,
and each part being a good line unto itself.”55
Bernofsky’s music has been performed internationally, and has found its way
into some of the major concert halls and conferences of the world including
Carnegie Hall, Tanglewood, The Midwest Clinic, the International Trumpet Guild
Ibid. 50. Hindemith created a new scale “as the basic material for composition,” by
deriving the first six overtones from the overtone series.
52 http://www.laurenbernofsky.com/bio.php (accessed 13 Dec, 2016).
53 Lauren Bernofsky, e-mail message to author, March 31, 2017.
54 John Cain. “Lauren Bernofsky and Her Muse: Conversations on the Creative
Process of Composing.” The International Trumpet Guild Journal 31, no. 3. (2012).
31.
55 Ibid. 32.
51
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Conference, and the Spanish Brass Alzira Festival. 56 Her works are published
through several venues including The FJH Music Company, Balquhidder Music,
Boosey & Hawkes, and Theodore Presser.

Chapter 6: Conclusions
Over the last half century, the brass trio has become an established and
important chamber group. While the brass quintet and brass choir have historically
been the primary vehicle for composers who wish to write for brass instruments, it
is becoming increasingly desirable to write for the trio. This is due to several factors.
Brass trio music is challenging to compose and perform, making it a rewarding
endeavor for all involved. The configuration of a trio is also more manageable in
terms of personnel, and can be easily assembled in a university or orchestra. Finally,
the instant availability of recordings and access to the music and information has
made it easier for new ensembles to emerge. As a result, brass trios are now finding
their way onto the concert stage with large ensemble accompaniment, including
wind ensemble, band, and orchestra. Players of all levels can now enjoy brass trio
music as a result of this diversity and availability, and rediscover transcriptions of
works taken from another genre or medium.
With pieces of quality literature like Lauren Bernofsky’s Trio for Brass, it is
easy to see how the brass trio is gaining popularity within the musical community.
Utilizing modern compositional devices with classical standard forms, Bernofsky
56
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constructs a work that places it amongst the highest rated and most often played
piece by amateur and professional groups within the genre. Challenging brass
musicians on varying levels of both technical and musical quality is the key to a
piece that will be held in high regard. Composing music that transcends traditional
brass paradigms, Bernofsky has intertwined both technical and lyrical passages in
an expertly crafted of brass trio. With works available, such as the one featured in
this document, it will not be surprising to see the influence of the brass trio
emerging in all levels of college student, faculty, and professional ensemble
performance.
One of the primary considerations of performing in a brass trio is the
endurance of the performer. Unlike the brass quintet or choir, there are very few
opportunities for rest, and as such, it requires the performer to possess tremendous
physical and mental stamina to execute the intended musical ideas successfully. This
challenge makes brass trio playing one of the most exciting aspects of performing in
this medium, as it presents an opportunity that can be rewarding in terms of
advancing one’s personal technique and abilities. In addition, the importance of
blending with the other instruments becomes more apparent, since the
instrumentation is so sparse.
There are other factors involved when considering the brass trio as a viable
ensemble. These ensembles, and their related music, are very effective in the
mission statement of most universities, where touring, recruiting, and educational
outreach are important. This being the case, it is easy to conclude that more music is
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being written to fulfill this need and to introduce the audience to the world of brass
playing.
Success as a member of a brass trio is contingent upon several factors.
Realizing the importance of the ensemble from the perspective of a technical,
theoretical, and historical context is helpful for the musicians. The technical
demands involved in chamber playing are considerable. These requirements
increase with brass trio playing, from added endurance to independence of part.
From a theoretical perspective, knowing the music and its intended meaning helps
inform the decisions as a performer. Choices are subsequently made more easily
regarding the use of various pitched instruments, musical decisions, and execution.
Having a deeply-rooted understanding of the brass trio within the historical context
of brass chamber ensembles enables the performer to choose from a wide array of
possibilities in sound, style, and musical growth.
The available literature for brass trio resides in one of three categories:
original compositions, transcriptions, and accompanied. This presents many options
in repertoire, from old to new, easy to difficult, and stand-alone to accompanied. As
a result, it affords students and professionals with a diversity of music that is both
educational and rewarding. For the beginning brass performer, there is a fair
amount of appropriate brass trio literature that can be used as an introduction to
brass chamber playing, and that can expose the student to stylistic considerations
that force them to make informed musical and technical decisions. There are
currently a reasonable amount of professional brass trios that rehearse, record, and
perform live, providing real-time examples of how the ensemble should interact and
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sound. For all brass musicians, observing the brass trio as well as other mixed
chamber ensembles (woodwind, string, piano) informs their own performances in a
more fundamental and productive way. In many ways, performing in a brass trio
requires each individual to be solo performers within the context of a group. This in
turn brings the focus to the areas of precise tuning, rhythm, sound, aural skills,
articulation, and musical direction.
With the existence of so many quality works for the brass trio, there comes a
newfound recognition of the ensemble as a primary vehicle for brass chamber
playing. While the brass quintet and choir will always occupy a prominent place in
the history and importance of chamber groups, the trio is relatively new and an
exciting medium that possesses tremendous musical and technical value. The
research contained within is intended to bring brass trio literature, and to present
the availability and diversity of works for this group. An additional objective is to
reveal its educational and pedagogical worth. The brass trio, and its music, will
continue to grow from the approximately 400 works currently available, and will
ultimately occupy place of prime importance in the brass world.
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Appendix A: LIST OF ORIGINAL BRASS TRIO COMPOSITIONS
SINCE 1970
The author compiled the list presented in Appendix A from a resource
published by James Boldin.57 The criteria used to determine inclusion were an
original work composed for brass trio, the brass trio not being featured or being
used as an accompaniment, and being published after 1970. This list is not
comprehensive and includes as much information as the author could find
pertaining to each piece.

Composer

Title

Publisher

Hartley, Walter
Snyder, Randall

1971
Petite Suite
Conversations for
brass trio
Two Pastiches for
Trumpet, Horn and
Bass Trombone
Dance Suite

Atkins, Irene Kahn

1972
The Girl of Shonai

Avril, Edwin
Beyer, Frederick H.

Beckwith, John
Bozic, Darijan
Duckworth, William
Hill, Douglas
Weiner, Stanley

Five Pieces
3D
Transparent
Interludes
Dreams and
Variations
1st Trio for Brass

Robert King
Atlantic Music
Supply
Philharmusica New
York
Brightstar

Highland
Canadian Music
Center

Cole Publishing
Really Good Music
Bruxelles

1973
Bissell, Keith Warren
Childs, Barney
Klein, Richard Rudolf
Smith, Derek

Trio Suite
Brass Trio
Fantasie
Theme and
Variations

Canadian Music
Center
Seesaw Music
Moseler Verlag
Thames Pub
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Weissmann, Alfred

Kfar ata

Charles Colin

1974
Bartholomew,
Leland Earl
Gay, Paul
Luening, Otto
Shaw, Lowell
Shinn, Randall
Tacuchian, Ricardo

Elizabethan Suite
New York
Three Movements
Robert King
Trio
C.F. Peters
A Pocket Full of Wry Ensemble
Ceremonial Fanfare Seesaw music
Estruturas Obstinadas
1975

Robb, Rodger
Tull, Fisher

Philharmusica New
This Old Man
York
Fantasy for Brass Trio
Sonata a tre
Mini Suite
Tempo Music
Four Contrary
Movements for
Brass Trio
Schmitt
Trio
Schmitt

Prejzner, Tadeusz

Trio

Barboteu, Georges
Brandon, Sy
Brehm, Alvin
Deason, David
Leduc, Jacques
Michel, Paul
Baudouin
Uber, David

1977
Trio pour un
Colloque
Trio for Brass
Trio for Brass
Wind Tunnels
Aubade op 45
Intonations
Poetiques
Trio

Burdick, Richard
Clarke, Rosemary
Running, Arne
Weiner, Stanley

1978
Five Bagatelles
Trio for Brass
Aria and Allegro
Trio no 2

Boerlin, Richard
Goeb, Roger
Kont, Paul

1979
Suite of Miniatures
Brass Trio
Blechmusik I

Baldwin, David
Blank, Allan
Callaway, Ann
Hutchison, Warren

1976

Rae, Allan
Torres-Santos,
Raymond

Images #3
Trio

WMAA

Edition Choudens
Co-op Press
General Music
Seesaw music
CeBeDeM
CeBeDeM
Southern Music

Self-Published
Self-Published
Self-Published
Bruxelles

Delaware Water Gap
Doblinger
Canadian music
center
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Schmidt, William

1980
Brass Abacus

Avant Music

Appert, Donald
Reynolds, Verne

1981
Lament for Brass
Trio
Trio for Brass

TAP Music
Gunmar Music

Backhaus, Patricia
Burghauser, Jarmil
Frackenpohl, Arthur
Rice, Thomas
Andersen, Ejvin

1982
Short Fugue
Self-Published
Aleji Casu, by the alley of time
Sedalia
Kendor
Suite for Brass
Seesaw music
Intrada
Wilhelm Hansen

Avery, Dawn
Barker, Warren
Burdick, Richard
Burdick, Richard
Reynolds, Verne

1983
O'Keefe Trio
Fanfare, Gigue and
March
Serenade #1
The Outer Ring
Trio

Resch, Felix
Uber, David

1984
Miniatures
Brass Trio
Brass Trio
Zu Bantua in
Manden
Tricorne

Ross, Walter
Skolnik, Walter

1985
Brass Trio No 1
Divertimento

Coe, Michael
Comollia, Gia
Gelbrun, Artur

McLean, Edwin
Ross, Walter
Ross, Walter
Watkins, William

1986
Star of Milwaukee
Fanfare
Scenes from
Storyville
Brass Trio no 2
Brass Trio no 3
Little Trio for Brass

Faillenot, Maurice
Kaplan, Allan
Troupin, Edward

1987
Divertissment Dans
le Style Ancien
Scherzo and Trio
Divertimento

Backhaus, Patricia

1988

Self-published
Kendor
Self-Published
Self-Published
Gungmar Music

Oxford
Israel Music
Helbling
Touch of Brass

Self- Published
Tenuto

Self-Published
Self-Published
Self-Published
Self-Published
Peters

edition gerard
Medici Music
Brixton
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Ben-Yohanan, Asher
Bennett, Malcolm

Brandon, Sy
Parsons, Michael
Wolfram, Mark

Divertimento
Three Miniatures
Three More for
Three More
Appalachian Folk
Suite
Four pieces
Brass Trio

Bajura, Keith V. A.
Erickson, Margaret
Pelosi, Louis
Rice, Thomas
Schmalz, Peter

1989
March, Elegy and
Contrapunctus
Suite a Trois
Triptych
Music for Brass Trio
Brass Trio

Phoebus Apollo
Music
Majestic Music
Self-Published
Seesaw music
Phoebus

Stratton, Don

1990
August '70 Jan trio

PP music

Bennett, Malcolm

Thompson, Bruce

1991
Trio for Brass
Kanonische Suite
Three
Anachronisms

Celis, Frits
Sermila, Jarmo

1992
Capriccio
Trocortro

Allers, Hans-Günther

1993
Funf Inventionen

Booren, Jo van den
Heilmann, Harald

Farago, Marcel
Harmon, John
Hazelgrove, Bernard
Hidas, Frigyes
Koetsier, Jan
Wolking, Henry

Agrell, Jeffrey
Langer, Ken
Michel, Jean
Francois
Seeger, Peter
Winteregg, Steven

Brass Trio
Caprice
Laundimer Traffic
Lights
Triga
FigaroMetamorphosen
Sonics
1994
Blue Lullaby
Westmore Fanfare
Suite
Spielstücke für drei
Blasininstrumente
Capital Dances

Tel Aviv
Unlimited Music
Unlimited Music
Co-op Press
Forward Music
Manuscript press

Donemus
Edition MF
Thompson Edition

CeBeDeM
Jasemusiikki

Editions MF
Schaffner Limited
Editions
Theodore Front
Philber Music
Editions Marc Reift
Editions Marc Reift
Queen City Brass

Editions Marc Reift
Encore
Marc Reift
Thomi- Berg
Pasticcio
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Appledorn (van),
Mary Jeanne

1995
Trio Italiano (tpt,
horn, bass bone)

Southern Music

Downs, Lamont
Kurtzenegger, Kurt
Mortimer, John
Plog, Anthony
Pugh, James
Schnyder, Daniel
Swarts, Glen Allan
Wolking, Henry

1996
Divertimento
Trio
Trio
Trio for Brass
Triad
Trio
An American Trio
Americana

Nichols
Marc Reift
Marc Reift
Editions Bim
Cherry Classics
Editions Marc Reift
Pasquina
PP Music

Jolas, Betsy
Pütz, Marco

1997
Petite Sonnerie de
juin
Brass Trio

Gerard Billaudot
Bronsheim Music

Burdick, Richard
Nilovic, Janko
Wolking, Henry

1998
Brass Trio in Two
Movements
Pieces Piquantes
Hat Dance

Self-Published
Symphony Land
Manduca

Manas, Adriana
Isabel Figueroa

2000
3 chorales for brass
trio

Self-Published

Langer, Ken
Langer, Ken
Silverman, Faye
Wehr, Jamie
Wolfram, Mark

2001
Brass Trio No 1
Brass Trio no 2
From Sorrow
Trio for Brass
Brass Trio

Wehrs
Wehrs
Seesaw music
Wehr's music

Ayerst, Jonathan
Bernofsky, Lauren
Sampson, David
Tiutiunnik, Katia

2002
Trio
Trio for Brass
Duncan Trio
Via Trionfale

Warwick Music
Balquihidder
Editions Bim

Ewazen, Eric

2003
A Philharmonic
Fanfare

Southern Music

2005
Bach, Jan

Triple Play
2006

Cimarron Music
Press

67

Dzubay, David

Antiphonal Fanfare
2

Pro Nova Musica

Funk, William

2008
Brass Trio

Self-Published
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Appendix B: LIST OF PROFESSIONAL BRASS TRIOS WEBSITES
The names and websites listed in Appendix B were compiled from James
Boldin’s article in, The Horn Call as well as independent research done by the
author.58 The criteria required for inclusion on this list was having a webpage
dedicated to the ensemble and not just a mention on an artist’s page, and having the
appearance of remaining an actively performing ensemble. This list is not
exhaustive concerning performing brass trios; many university faculty groups
perform regularly and merely mention involvement in the group within a biography.

ACE Brass: http://www.acebrasstrio.com
Black Bayou Brass: https://www.ulm.edu/music/blackbayoubrass.html
Borealis Brass: http://jimbicigo.wixsite.com/trombonist/borealis-brass
Factory Seconds Brass Trio: http://www.factoryseconds.org
Kalamazoo Brass Collective: https://www.kzoobrasscollective.com
New York Brass Arts Trio: http://www.dispeker.com/artist.php?id=nybrassarts
New York Chamber Brass: http://newyorkchamberbrass.com
Trillium Brass Trio: http://www.trillliumbrass.com/index.php
University of Maryland Brass Trio:
http://www.arkivmusic.com/classical/Name/University-Of-Maryland-BrassTrio/Ensemble/211735-4
V3NTO Brass Trio: http://www.v3nto.com
Warsaw Brass Trio: http://waltornia.pl/zespoly/zespoly-kameralne/701-warsawbrass-trio
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APPENDIX C: DIAGRAM OF CHORDAL HARMONY INTONATION
TENDENCIES
The chart presented here is the result of the work by Ward Widener assisted
by his AccuTone Tuner published by Jack Holland Productions. While trying to find
the original source containing this diagram, the author was unable to locate it. It was
accessed on James Boldin’s website.59 With closer inspection, there are a few
discrepancies with the printed intonation corrections. The first being on the 7 (#5)
chord having +2 next to the G#; this in fact should be -14. Secondly, on the dim Maj7,
+15 is next to the written B; +11 is the correct designation for this specific chord.

https://hornworld.files.wordpress.com/2010/07/in-tune-chords.pdf. (accessed
12 April, 2018).
59
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